PHASES & CYCLES®
BORALEX
HAD A BREAKOUT
Sector: Utilities – Electric Utilities
(BLX-T: $15.34; Dividend: $0.52; Yield: 3.39%; Weekly Chart from May 2011)
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We recommended Boralex in October 2012 ($9.50)
and then again in July 2013 ($10.65). Following these
reports, the stock continued to rise and reached a high
of $14.09 for a 48% appreciation since our first report
and 32% since our second report.
Since mid-2014, (A) Boralex settled into a large
trading range mostly between $12.50 and $14.50
(dashed lines), and recently moved above the top of
this range to signal a breakout (B).
Behaviour indicators including the 40-week Moving
Average (40wMA) and the rising trend-line (solid line)
confirm the bullish status. Only a decline below
±$13.50 would be negative.
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Point & Figure measurements provide targets
of $16.50 and $17.50 (8% and 14%
appreciation potentials from current levels).
The large trading range (dashed lines) supports
higher targets.
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